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Overview

• The benefit of going mobile
• Accessories and features
• Use of mobile tech for clinical and research
• Apps
• Apps
• More Apps

** Opportunity to share**
A small disclaimer...
Why mobile technology?

- Portability
- Feature rich
- Battery life
- Cost
Useful accessories

- Bluetooth keyboard
- Stylus
- Protective case
- Mounting equipment or stands
- Speakers
- Headphones

** App Crawler Engine
Great features

• Alternate keyboards, swipe
• Gestures
• Personal assistants (Siri, Cortana)
• Calculators
• Clocks/stopwatches/alarms
• Reading lists
• Notes and reminders
Uses of mobile tech in clinic and research

- Writing and Documentation
  - Word processing, note taking
  - Voice recording and dictation
  - Document scanning
  - Cloud storage
  - Idea mapping
  - Reference managers
  - Memos and journaling
  - PDF reading and annotation

- Keeping Track
  - To do lists and task managers
  - Time trackers
  - Calendars
  - Decision making support

- Project management
- Patient tools
  - Assessment
  - Alternative Communication
  - Translation
  - Timers and stop watches
  - Vital signs monitoring
  - Heart rate

- Simplifying
  - Contact and business card managers
  - Alternate computer access
  - Budgeting, finance, receipt managers

- Productivity and focus
  - Email managers
  - IFTTT

- Data Analysis
  - Statistics and Graphing
  - Qualitative Analysis

- Conversion
  - Videos and video management
  - Interactive Whiteboards
  - Presenting software

- Multimedia
  - Transportation, maps, and parking
Apps: Word Processing and Note Taking

Might also consider...

Docs To Go
Apps: Dictation

- Dragon Dictation: iOS
- Dragon GO!: iOS
- Dragon Mobile Assistant: Android
- Dragon Search: iOS (non-USA)
- Dragon Email: Blackberry

FREE!
Apps: Voice Recorders

Audio Notebook

FREE!
Apps: Document Scanning

Genius Scan  
FREE!

Might also consider...

[Apple]  [Android]
Apps: Cloud Storage

- Dropbox
- BOX
- Google Drive
- OneDrive

FREE!
Apps: Idea Mapping

Might also consider...

PureFlow
Apps: Reference Managers

Mendeley

Might also consider...

Z

FREE!
Apps: Memos and Journaling

Evernote

Skitch (iOS, Android, Windows)
Scannable (iOS)
Penultimate (iOS)
Food (iOS, Android)
Web Clipper (Firefox/Safari/IE, Chrome)

FREE!
Apps: PDF Readers and Annotation

iAnnotate

Might also consider...

FREE!
Apps: To-do lists and reminders

Todoist

Premium Options ($33/year):
- Add tasks to calendar
- Add tasks from email
- Notes and file attachments
- Mobile/email reminders
- Location reminders
- Task keyword search
- Custom filters
- More projects
- Added colours
- Automatic backup
- All platforms synced
Apps: Task Managers

TaskBoard

Upgrades
- Colours
- Projects

FREE!
Apps: Time Trackers

Toggl

Compatible with...

- Todoist
- Google Drive
- Wunderlist
- Gmail
- Google Calendar
- Trello
- Basecamp...
- Many more!

FREE!
Apps: Calendars

Sunrise

Might also consider...

Fantastical 2

Calendars 5
Apps: Decision making support

FREE!
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Apps: Project Management

Priority Matrix

Might also consider...

FREE!

SG Project 5
Apps: Patient Assessment

DartFish

STAC Cognitive Assessment

AAC Evaluation Genie
Apps: Qualitative Analysis

Atlas.Ti
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[Checkmark for Apple and Android]
Apps: Translation

Google Translate

Might also consider...

iTranslate
Apps: Timers and Stopwatches

Time Timer
Apps: Heart Rate/Vital Signs

Instant Heart Rate

Might also consider...

Runtastic Heart Rate Pro

FREE!
Apps: Contact and Business Card Managers
Apps: Remote computer access

Splashtop (and Mirroring360)
Apps: Email managers

Mailbox

FREE!

Might also consider...

Gmail Inbox
Apps: Productivity and Focus

It’s Focus Time!

FREE!
Apps: Receipt Trackers

Receipts

FREE!

$
Apps: IFTTT

FREE!
Apps: Interactive Whiteboards

Explain Everything

Might also consider...

ScreenChomp
Apps: Presenting software

- Powerpoint: $ (paid)
- Prezi: FREE!
- Google Slides: FREE!
Discussion and Sharing

• What are your favourites?
• Which apps keep you on track and focused?
• How do you integrate apps to work together?
Thank You!

info@jumpstartot.ca